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Traditional Chinese edition of the Nobel Prize laureate John Steinbeck's classic Of Mice And Men. In Traditional Chinese. Annotation copyright Tsai Fong Books, Inc. Distributed by Tsai Fong Books, Inc.
"Lawson is like Jason Bourne with fangs..." - Booklist(#3 in the Bestselling Lawson Vampire Series)MEET LAWSON.A cynical, wise-cracking vampire charged with protecting the Balance - the secret
existence of a race of LIVING vampires that have evolved alongside humanity for thousands of years.A FIXER.Part-spy, and part-commando -- James Bond with fangs. Lawson mixes shrewd cunning with
unmatched lethality to get his job done. He tries his best to dismantle conspiracies, dispatch bad guys, and live long enough to get home.SHIVA.Named after the Hindu god of destruction, she is half-vampire
and half-lycanthrope. Able to change her appearance into anyone she pleases, she is one of the most dangerous assassins on the planet.BELARUS.The head of the vampire governing body, the Council, he
is Shiva's next target.THE LUNASPEAn ancient amulet reported to imbue its wielder with invulnerability, it might also be the real goal of Shiva's journey to Boston.And only Lawson can stop her.This is the
third book in the Lawson Vampire series, originally published back in 2002. This book also contains an excerpt from THE SYNDICATE (A Lawson Vampire Novel #4) and runs approximately 83,000 words.
The author's website is http: //www.jonfmerz.netPraise for Jon F. Merz: "A powerful novel by a man who knows the turf already." -NYT Bestselling author Robert. B. Parker"Jon F. Merz's novels move at a
break-neck pace, twisting through a landscape of thrills and terror." -- Douglas Clegg, author of The Infinite and The Priest of Blood..".a fine stalking session in vampire-noir land...a series and talented writer
I'll be sticking with all the way." -- Mort Castle, author of The Strangers and On Writing HorrorPraise for Jon F. Merz's THE KENSEI (A Lawson vampire Novel #5): "If James Bond, True Blood and Kill Bill
created a mutant hybrid of a book, it would be The Kensei. A bullet train slice 'em, dice 'em mixture of action, suspense, and vampire ninjas. Did I mention vampire ninjas?"--Jason Pinter, bestselling author of
The Fury and The Darkness"The Kensei is an action novel with real bite. Vampires, Yakuza killers, crooks and animal-monster hyrbids. Jon F. Merz brings his A-game and then ratchets it up to a whole new
level of supernatural action. Highly recommended!" --Jonathan Maberry, New York Times bestselling author of The Dragon Factory and Patient Zero"In The Kensei, Jon F. Merz seamlessly welds gritty detail
with myth and legend to create a thrill ride into the shadow-world lurking beneath modern Japan. Lawson's fight against evil has bone-crunching authenticity. Plus, it has vampires, ninjas, and vampire ninjas.
What more could anyone ask?"--Christopher Farnsworth, author or Blood Oath About the Author: Jon F. Merz is the author of over 30 novels (including the bestselling Lawson Vampire supernatural
espionage series) ranging from urban fantasy to espionage and sword & sorcery fantasy. Prior to becoming a full-time writer Jon served in the United States Air Force, protected a variety of Fortune 500
executives, and taught defensive tactics to government agencies like the State Department, Bureau of Prisons, and others. He is an active CrossFitter, a 5th degree black belt in Togakure-ryu Ninjutsu, enjoys
doing GORUCK challenges, and in 2014 started modeling and acting, most recently starring as Alfred P. Sloan in THE CARS THAT MADE AMERICA on the History Channel. He lives each and every day by
the motto, "Who Dares Lives."
Traditional Chinese edition of Fallen - a youth romance of a supernatural sort. In Traditional Chinese. Distributed by Tsai Fong Books, Inc.
???????????????? ????????????????????????? ? ?????JoJo??????feat. ??????????? ? ????????????——??????????????????
????——?JoJo?????????????????????????????——?????????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????……?
JoJo????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ???BD Louvre ??????????? ???????????????????????????????? ????????2005?????????????????????????????????????Nicolas
Crécy????????Enki Bilal?????????????????????????????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ?????????????????Nicolas de
Crécy?????????????????????????????????Étienne Davodeau????????????????????????7???
Special Agent Fangs Enigma and his sidekick, werewolf Agent Puppy Brown, were recruited by secret intelligence agency MP1 (Monster Protection, 1st division) to stop the world's super(natural) villains and
monster criminals from realizing their evil plans.
??·???????????(?)????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
?????????????.?????,????????????????.???????,???????????????.??????????,????????????.??????,?????????,??:???????????????????????.??,??????????????.???????,??????????,??????.???????
????,????????????,??????,????.

What do you wear to face down a cadre of killer kids? Gina Covello would rather be working on her manicure than missions for the Feds' paranormal unit to which she's been
recruited. That changes when a group of killer kids takes out a family in the sunshine state and disappearances begin to plague the lifestylers who play at the kind of existence
our fanged fashionista leads. She and her crew are sent undercover into the vampire clubs . . . which turn out to be run by real vampires. While Gina's BFF Marcy hangs with the
steampunk-styled Burgess Brigade that spawned the killer kids, Gina herself is supposed to get in good with the fanged fiends behind the scenes, even to the point of playing
double-agent, offering to hand over her powerful boyfriend Bobby. Her playacting threatens to become a bit too real when she discovers things about her spy handlers that make
her wonder whether she's truly on the right side of the battle between Feds and fangs. Book 3 in the Vamped Series.
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Traditional Chinese edition of Hush, Huah. This intriguing story of a teen who is attracted by her lab partner, but also disturbed by him. He turns out to be a fallen angel who was
the child angel of a human and angel. In Traditional Chinese. Distributed by Tsai Fong Books, Inc.
Ellie's scientist grandfather has discovered a way to reverse aging, and consequently has turned into a teenager--which makes for complicated relationships when he moves in
with Ellie and her mother, his daughter.
???? ??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
???
MEET LAWSON.A cynical, wise-cracking vampire charged with protecting the Balance - the secret existence of a race of LIVING vampires that have evolved alongside humanity
for thousands of years.A FIXER.Part-spy, and part-commando -- James Bond with fangs. Lawson mixes shrewd cunning with unmatched lethality to get his job done. He tries his
best to dismantle conspiracies, dispatch bad guys, and live long enough to get home.SHIVA.Named after the Hindu god of destruction, she is half-vampire and half-lycanthrope.
Able to change her appearance into anyone she pleases, she is one of the most dangerous assassins on the planet.BELARUS.The head of the vampire governing body, the
Council, he is Shiva's next target.THE LUNASPEAn ancient amulet reported to imbue its wielder with invulnerability, it might also be the real goal of Shiva's journey to
Boston.And only Lawson can stop her.This is the third book in the Lawson Vampire series, originally published back in 2002. This book also contains an excerpt from THE
SYNDICATE (A Lawson Vampire Novel #4) and runs approximately 83,000 words.Praise for Jon F. Merz:"Lawson is more like Jason Bourne than Dracula, making this a vampire
mystery with broad appeal." --Booklist"A powerful novel by a man who knows the turf already." -NYT Bestselling author Robert. B. Parker"Jon F. Merz's novels move at a breakneck pace, twisting through a landscape of thrills and terror." -- Douglas Clegg, author of The Infinite and The Priest of Blood"...a fine stalking session in vampire-noir land...a
series and talented writer I'll be sticking with all the way." -- Mort Castle, author of The Strangers and On Writing HorrorPraise for Jon F. Merz's THE KENSEI (A Lawson vampire
Novel #5):"If James Bond, True Blood and Kill Bill created a mutant hybrid of a book, it would be The Kensei. A bullet train slice 'em, dice 'em mixture of action, suspense, and
vampire ninjas. Did I mention vampire ninjas?"--Jason Pinter, bestselling author of The Fury and The Darkness"The Kensei is an action novel with real bite. Vampires, Yakuza
killers, crooks and animal-monster hyrbids. Jon F. Merz brings his A-game and then ratchets it up to a whole new level of supernatural action. Highly recommended!" --Jonathan
Maberry, New York Times bestselling author of The Dragon Factory and Patient Zero"In The Kensei, Jon F. Merz seamlessly welds gritty detail with myth and legend to create a
thrill ride into the shadow-world lurking beneath modern Japan. Lawson's fight against evil has bone-crunching authenticity. Plus, it has vampires, ninjas, and vampire ninjas.
What more could anyone ask?"--Christopher Farnsworth, author or Blood OathAbout The Author:Jon F. Merz is a writer with over a dozen published novels, a producer for New
Ronin Entertainment and a trained black belt ninja. He has taught defensive tactics to civilian crime watch groups, police, military units, and agencies like the US Department of
State, the Department of Justice, and the Bureau of Prisons. In his past, Jon served with the United States Air Force, worked for the US government, and handled executive
protection for Fortune 500 clients. He lives with his wife and two sons in suburban Boston.
A young chimp declares his love for all kinds of books, from funny books and scary books to song books and strange books.
???“????????”??——?????????????IV???????The Famous Five????7??????1500???????????? ????????(Million-Word Reading Project, MWRP)?????????????????????ESL/EFL
learners?????????????????????1500???????????????????????????15?????????????????3000??????????????????????????????????? ???????????????????? ?????? ???? | 87.5 ??? |
40507 1500???? | 2370 1500????? | 571 ???(%) | 5.85 ????????(%) | 1.41 ????? | 4.15 ??5??????? | 136 ??2??????? | 330 ?????? ??????????•????Enid Blyton?????????“?????”?The
Famous Five??7??????????????Julian?????Dick?????Anne????????????????George?????????Georgina???????????????Timmy??
?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
???•????1897?1968????“???”?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????50??????????????
"Lawson is like Jason Bourne with fangs..." - Booklist(#2 in the Bestselling Lawson Vampire Series)MEET LAWSON.A cynical, wise-cracking vampire charged with protecting the Balance - the
secret existence of a race of LIVING vampires that have evolved alongside humanity for thousands of years.A FIXER.Part-spy, and part-commando -- James Bond with fangs. Lawson mixes
shrewd cunning with unmatched lethality to get his job done. He tries his best to dismantle conspiracies, dispatch bad guys, and live long enough to get home.ARVELLAA power-hungry
member of the vampire governing body, the Council. She wants absolute power and will stop at nothing to get it. Even if it means kidnapping a child.JACK.Naive and innocent, but filled with an
awesome power to conjure the spirits of dead vampires and make them do his bidding. When his father is mistakenly killed, Jack is alone. Unprotected.PETROV.A traitor to the cause, bent to
Arvella's will, he'll do anything she asks.Now Lawson's got one chance to rescue Jack - even if it means traveling halfway around the world to do it.From the blood-slicked streets of Boston to
the skyscraping Himalayas, the action never stops.This is the second book in the Lawson Vampire series, originally published back in 2002. This book also contains an excerpt from THE
DESTRCUTOR (A Lawson Vampire Novel #3) and runs approximately 84,000 words. The author's website is http: //www.jonfmerz.netPraise for Jon F. Merz: "A powerful novel by a man who
knows the turf already." -NYT Bestselling author Robert. B. Parker"Jon F. Merz's novels move at a break-neck pace, twisting through a landscape of thrills and terror." -- Douglas Clegg, author
of The Infinite and The Priest of Blood..".a fine stalking session in vampire-noir land...a series and talented writer I'll be sticking with all the way." -- Mort Castle, author of The Strangers and On
Writing HorrorPraise for Jon F. Merz's THE KENSEI (A Lawson vampire Novel #5): "If James Bond, True Blood and Kill Bill created a mutant hybrid of a book, it would be The Kensei. A bullet
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train slice 'em, dice 'em mixture of action, suspense, and vampire ninjas. Did I mention vampire ninjas?"--Jason Pinter, bestselling author of The Fury and The Darkness"The Kensei is an
action novel with real bite. Vampires, Yakuza killers, crooks and animal-monster hyrbids. Jon F. Merz brings his A-game and then ratchets it up to a whole new level of supernatural action.
Highly recommended!" --Jonathan Maberry, New York Times bestselling author of The Dragon Factory and Patient Zero"In The Kensei, Jon F. Merz seamlessly welds gritty detail with myth
and legend to create a thrill ride into the shadow-world lurking beneath modern Japan. Lawson's fight against evil has bone-crunching authenticity. Plus, it has vampires, ninjas, and vampire
ninjas. What more could anyone ask?"--Christopher Farnsworth, author or Blood Oath About the Author: Jon F. Merz is the author of over 30 novels (including the bestselling Lawson Vampire
supernatural espionage series) ranging from urban fantasy to espionage and sword & sorcery fantasy. Prior to becoming a full-time writer Jon served in the United States Air Force, protected
a variety of Fortune 500 executives, and taught defensive tactics to government agencies like the State Department, Bureau of Prisons, and others. He is an active CrossFitter, a 5th degree
black belt in Togakure-ryu Ninjutsu, enjoys doing GORUCK challenges, and in 2014 started modeling and acting, most recently starring as Alfred P. Sloan in THE CARS THAT MADE
AMERICA on the History Channel. He lives each and every day by the motto, "Who Dares Lives."
Traditional Chinese edition of The Wild Robot Escapes
From New York Times Bestseller Mimi Jean Pamfiloff comes a Horribly Sunny Mystery (with a sprinkle of Romance), The Librarian’s Vampire Assistant Box Set: Books 1-3. BOOK 1:
NOBODY MESSES WITH HIS LIBRARIAN. . . Who killed Michael Vanderhorst’s maker? It’s a darn good question. But when the trail brings Michael to hellishly sunny Phoenix, Arizona, his
biggest problem soon becomes a cute little librarian he can’t seem to stay away from. He’s never met a bigger danger magnet! Even her book cart has it out for her. And is that the drug cartel
following her around, too? “Dear God, woman! What have you gotten yourself into?” Things go from bad to worse when local vampires won’t play nice. Can this four-hundred-year-old
vampire keep his librarian safe and himself out of hot water? Can he bring his maker’s killer to justice? Yesterday, he would’ve said yes. But yesterday, he didn’t have a strange connection
with a librarian. Yesterday, people weren’t trying to kill her. BOOK 2: HOW MUCH LONGER CAN HE KEEP HIS SECRET AND HIS FAVORITE HUMAN SAFE? Michael Vanderhorst has
always been a lone wolf. Or lone vampire? Whatever. Point is, this ancient gentleman vampire is obsessed. She’s quirky, a horrible dresser, and the cutest librarian he’s ever seen. The
question is, why her? In four hundred years, no one has ever captured his attention like this. He must find out, which is why he just signed on as her new assistant. The problem is, she has no
idea vampires exist or that she’s just broken one of their laws. As the leader of his territory, Michael has been ordered by his council to turn her or kill her. “Over my dead body!” To overturn
the ruling, Michael needs the council on his side, and right now they’re asking him to hunt down and execute five hundred vampires no one can seem to locate. Unfortunately, his assassin
days are long over, and he’s not so sure he can go back to killing. But with Miriam’s life on the line and their unusual bond growing stronger each day, will he dust off the old sword or give her
the bite that will make her his forever? BOOK 3: FALLING IN LOVE WITH A LIBRARIAN JUST CAN’T GET MORE AWKWARD... Michael Vanderhorst is not your usual vampire. For starters,
he works in a library, is in love with Miriam, his hot nerdy human boss who has no clue what he is, and he looks like a college student. In reality, Michael is an ancient deadly vampire, an exassassin, and is currently the de facto king of his kind ever since their ruling party disappeared. To where? He doesn’t know, but if he wants his life back, he’ll have to find out. (Mystery!)
Especially because a civil war is brewing, and being king makes his librarian a mark for his enemies. She is, after all, his biggest weakness. With a global uprising about to explode, Michael
must give her the protection of his army. Only one problem: She must become his queen first. But every attempt he makes to tell her the truth is met with extreme hostility. “Vampires aren’t
real. That’s crazy talk, Michael!” Clearly, the topic frightens her. With time running out and her life on the line, Michael is left with one option: Marry her. Without her knowing. Can he pull it
off? And what will happen when the fight comes to their door?
How to Train Your Dragon author's latest masterpiece, DreamWorks is about to adapt an animated movie! It is extremely difficult to gather the materials for the Spell to Eliminate Lich. Hope
and Zal are on the dangerous road to stop the Lich King, but some partners will betray them?? Film and television rights will be sold before publication, and animated films will be adapted by
DreamWorks! Recommended by Amazon editors, translated into 38 languages around the world, and received rave reviews from all over the world! Together with the Harry Potter and Little
Witch Matida series, won the Blue Peter Book Award for Children's Literature!
?????????????????????? ??????????????????????????? ??????????500???40????????…… 2005??????????????????????? 2005? BookSense ???? 2005???????????? ?????
??????????????? ???????????????? ???????????????? ???????????????? ???????????????? ???????????????? ????????????????? ????????????????? ???????????????????
??????????????? Barns & Noble????????? NCIBA????????? BookSense????????? ??????????????? ??????????? ??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????????????????? ????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ???
????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????1930?????????????????????????16??????1972??????????????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????????1476?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
??????1930?1970?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????600??????????????????????????????????????

Provides annotated entries for series appealing to readers in grades 3-12
?????? ?????????????? ???????? ??????????? ????????????????? ?????????????? ????????????????????? ?????????20?????? ??????
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
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Reimagines the cycles of the moon as a mother bakes a Big Moon Cookie and, despite Mama's request to wait, Little Star begins nibbling at it every night.
Simplified Chinese edition of Midnight Sun
LIMITED TIME ONLY: This starter set is only available through August 30, 2016 Starter Set includes the first three full-length novels of New York Times bestselling author
Colleen Gleason's Gardella Vampire Hunters series. Read the international bestselling series that's been translated into eight languages, and has received rave reviews from
paranormal romance authors and national publications alike! The award-winning, New York Times bestselling author Colleen Gleason's International Bestselling Gardella
Vampire Hunter Series. "Sophisticated, sexy, surprising!" —J.R. Ward "One of my favorite vampire series!" —Jeaniene Frost "Colleen Gleason’s irresistible…series is deliciously
dark and delightfully entertaining." —Chicago Tribune "Gleason’s publishing debut turns vampire stories—and romances—on their ear." —Detroit Free Press Beneath the glitter of
dazzling nineteenth century London Society lurks a bloodthirsty evil… Vampires have always lived among them, quietly attacking unsuspecting debutantes and dandified lords as
well as hackney drivers and Bond Street milliners. If not for the vampire slayers of the Gardella family, these immortal creatures would have long ago taken control of the world. In
every generation, a Gardella is called to accept the family legacy, and this time, Victoria Gardella Grantworth is chosen, on the eve of her debut, to carry the stake. But as she
moves between the crush of ballrooms and dangerous moonlit streets, Victoria’s heart is torn between London’s most eligible bachelor, the Marquess of Rockley, and her dark,
dangerous duty. And when she comes face-to-face with the most powerful vampire in history, Victoria must ultimately make a choice between duty and love. This boxed set
starter collection includes: The Rest Falls Away Rises the Night The Bleeding Dusk All five books are now available. ---------- Praise for The Gardella Vampire Hunters Series
"The Rest Falls Away, Gleason's publishing debut...turns vampire stories--and romances--on their ear with a decidedly dark, decidedly unsentimental Regency heroine who
stakes the undead with the best of them." —Detroit Free Press "The undead rise to great heights through Gleason's phenomenal storytelling. She creates a chilling world with the
perfect atmosphere of fear and sexual tension." —Romantic Times "Gleason keeps upping the ante with each novel, weaving the characters around her readers with each
engaging conversation and narrative, every stage set of all the appropriate gothic gloom and melting beauty." —Book Fetish "...Above all, the writing is what recommends this
book most. Gleason's writing is sharp and taut, which makes for excellent action sequences, and a plot that travels quickly from the start. The writing strength alone gives me
ample reassurance that this potentially plot-heavy series is in the right hands. I'm definitely looking forward to the next installment." —Smart Bitches, Trashy Books
As Protector of the half-blood vampires, Colby is called into action when her sisters in the newly established Psi Phi sorority house start experiencing ugly, unexpected attacks,
either from a member of the Vampire Tribunal, or from a spy.
???????,???????·??·???(Theodor Seuss Geisel,1904~1991)
The simplicity of children's picture books--stories told with illustrations and a few well chosen words or none at all--makes them powerful tools for teaching morals and personal
integrity. Children follow the story and see the characters' behaviors on the page and interpret them in the context of their own lives. But unlike many picture books, most
children's lives don't feature monsters. p.p1 {margin: 0.0px 0.0px 0.0px 0.0px; font: 12.0px 'Times New Roman'} This collection of new essays explores the societally sanctioned
behaviors imparted to children through the use of monsters and supernatural characters. Topics include monsters as instructors, the normalization of strangers or the "other,"
fostering gender norms, and therapeutic monsters, among others.
Traditional Chinese edition of Rules of Summer by Shaun Tan (Arrival). Tan's vivid oil paintings showing a big brother teaching the younger brother the rules - rules impossible for
the younger brother to anticipate and to follow. Anyone with a brother, or even sister, can identify with the palpitating heart of the younger, with fear, and the older, with sheepish
delight of the holding authority. In Traditional Chinese. Annotation copyright Tsai Fong Books, Inc. Distributed by Tsai Fong Books, Inc.
A queen's fury. A king's madness. The Fae have come for blood. Witch Queen's War (Book 7) A witch’s return. A city in peril. The battle has come home. There's a turning point
in every war, one where the stakes are raised to immeasurable odds. Damian knew it was coming. Only he didn't expect it to land in his front yard. Allies of the Fae king have
made their move. Damian’s unsteady alliances are threatening to fracture, providing the water witches and vampires an opportunity to strike. As the body count rises on both
sides, a long-forgotten enemy tips the scales toward catastrophe. When the fate of the world hangs in the balance, and all might be lost, Damian and his crew must fight harder
than ever—even if it all comes down to one very grumpy parrot. Forgotten Ghosts (Book 8) A necromancer's fear. A family's fate. An ancient spirit with a new alliance. Damian
shouldn't have told himself things couldn't get any worse. They did. As Nixie struggles to unite the water witches, the Fae king discovers a spy in his ranks. Damian and his
friends are forced to split their focus and their powers between the unrest in Faerie and the rising tensions in Falias. When Nudd's latest gambit puts humanity’s most dangerous
weapons into his hands, they can't let anything stand in their way. They'll need help from new contacts and trusted allies if they hope to stop the Fae king's madness. But the
award for worst timing in history goes to an old friend: Vicky. Brace yourself for supernatural thrills in this chilling installment of Eric R. Asher’s Vesik series! This collection
includes books 7 and 8 of the Vesik urban fantasy series.
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